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Buffalo Filter Launches VisiClear™ Surgical Smoke Plume Evacuator
Cutting Edge Acute Care Smoke Plume Evacuator Featuring SafePortTechnologyTM

Lancaster, NY (February 28, 2013) – Buffalo Filter is pleased to announce the VisiClearTM
Surgical Smoke Plume Evacuator. VisiClear™ offers the latest in technology, resulting in a
quiet, safe, and intuitive smoke plume evacuator unlike any other on the market.
Today, VisiClear sets a benchmark for surgical smoke plume evacuation with its innovative
design. Understanding the needs of the operating environment, the technologically
advanced sound design of Whisper Technology™ provides quiet, non-disruptive operation. In
addition, SafePort TechonlogyTM delivers powerful protection against cross contamination
using sliding ports. Keeping up with the latest technologies, VisiClear stands clear from its
competitors by utilizing an intuitive color touch screen to increase productivity and
accuracy.
Features:
SafePort TechnologyTM – Buffalo Filter’s unique patent pending sliding port closure design
ensures that cross contamination is reduced.
Intuitive Color Touch Screen – Increases productivity and accuracy of medical personnel
while requiring minimal training.
Whisper TechnologyTM – Our technologically advanced sound control features allows for
ultra-quiet operation with unprecedented “sound” quality.
Sleek Shelf Design – Lies flat on a surgical boom shelf with isolation feet that do not
require hard attachment. Designed to accommodate stacking.
State of the Art Electronics – Features a 32-Bit Microprocessor with embedded color
LCD driver to optimize speed and power.
“With a number of new technologies, VisiClear represents Buffalo Filter’s latest
advancement in surgical plume evacuation,” states Joe Lynch, Vice President of Marketing.
“With a sleek compact shelf design, Whisper Technology™, powerful suction, SafePort
TechnologyTM, and an interactive color touch screen, VisiClear™ demonstrates our
commitment to deliver leading edge surgical smoke plume evacuation systems.”

About Buffalo Filter
Buffalo Filter is a world leading medical device manufacturer and supplier of surgical
smoke plume evacuation equipment. Our products are used to evacuate and filter
hazardous smoke plume and/or aerosols created during over 95% of all surgical
procedures. Proven to contain toxic gases, live cellular material (including blood
fragments) and viruses, this plume may also cause respiratory and eye irritation or
nausea in healthcare professionals and may create visual problems for the surgeon.

For more information, please visit Buffalo Filter at AORN, Booth 4227.
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